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JENNIFER M. SCOVELL, Vocals and Piano

assisted by
Ben Scott, Seth Ashby, Jamie Shew, Rob Gardner and
Christina Johnson, Vocals
Raphael Crawford, Trombone
Brett Farkas, Guitar
Bartosz Hadala and David Proulx, Piano
Mark Ziegler and Dan Thatcher, Bass
Kevin Garcia and Fred Knapp, Drums

Old Devil Moon
Jennifer Scovell
This Make Believe
Freddie Hubbard
Byrd-Like
Jennifer Scovell
While we can
Jennifer Scovell
You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away
Lennon/McCartney
arr. Scovell
brief pause

Passion Dance
McCoy Tyner/Scovell
Passarim
Antonio Carlos Jobim
arr. Scovell
Pennies From Heaven
Burke/Johnston
arr. Scovell
Memories of Tomorrow
Keith Jarrett/Scovell
Over You
Jennifer Scovell
Circle Game
Joni Mitchell
arr. Scovell

Jennifer M. Scovell is a candidate for the Master of Music degree majoring in jazz performance. She received her bachelor’s degree from the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay.